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The rod bed is on the sale. It is double bed and I bought it only 1 year before. The color of this rod
bed is golden. It has very stylish design. It looks like a new bed. I want to sell it of 13000 rupees.
The Quality of rod iron is best and no scratches on it. I am selling bed mattress with it also. I am
selling it because I am moving to other city. Please contact immediately if you want to buy.

I want to sell my baby walker. Baby walker is of blue color and toys are attached with it. It has 3
level fixations. This walker has 8 tires. It is designed in this way that your baby will be safe in it. The
price of this baby walker is 1500 rupees.

8 sitter sofa set with centre table is on the sale. The sofa is made of leather it has skin color. The
seats are very comfortable and stylish. The top surface is of glass. Its so beautiful and stylish. The
price of this sofa is 15000 rupees only.

A wooden bed is on the sale. The color of this wooden bed is dark brown and the wood used in it is
original. It is a double bed. The price of this double bed is 9000 rupees .

I am selling my Samsung fridge. Its color is white. Its storage capacity is big. Its all functions are
properly working. The price of this fridge is 16000 rupees.

Royal Enfield thunder bird is on the sale. Its condition is very good. The color of this bike is red. All
parts of this bike is genuine. All paper of this bike is clear. The price of this bike is 35000 rupees.

A baby push chair is on the sale. The color of this push chair is black. It has many functions like 2
steps holding, belts and has also storage space in it. The price of this push chair is 4500 rupees
only.

I am selling my dinning table. It looks like new. This dinning table is of 8 chairs. The top surface of
this dinning table is made of glass and the rest of table is made of wood. Its design is very stylish
and good. The price of this dinning table is 15000 rupees. I bought it 2 months before.

I am selling Samsung E900 mobile. This mobile has flip and the camera is of 3.3 mega pixels. Its
condition is very good and the color of this mobile phone is black. I only used it 6 months. It has also
memory card of 2.0 GB in it. All functions of this mobile works properly.

I am selling plastic chairs with table. It can be easily moveable and ideal for the lawn. The color of
this plastic chairs and table is white. The price of this is 4500 rupees.
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